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Abstract
This paper serves as an overview of a part of the research conducted towards a PhD at the School of Arts and Communication,
Malmö University in Sweden. In the context of the changing
nature of the archive, big data exhaust and data surveillance, the
research explores alternative and voluntary recording and archiving practices mapped among artists and media practitioners concerned with self-tracking and collecting personal data.
Today’s media-scape presents recording and archiving as one of
the major media practices performed by an increasingly growing
number of people. Practically every personal digital device is
equipped with some recording function allowing to capture and
categorize texts, sound clips, images, video sequences, geographical location and increasingly bio-physiological processes. On the
other hand, often without us being aware, the same technology
passively tracks and records ever more detailed information about
our behaviours, movements and decisions. As some scholars
suggest, latest advancements in technology made the dreams of
recording one’s whole life come true. This total capture becomes
a condition that calls for reaction. In this paper I interrogate the
idea of a passive and automatized capturing by confronting it with
a concept of a reflective and proactive recording practice. As an
exemplification of the latter I introduce a set of artistic practices I
have been performing regularly since 2009. These practices aim
at constructing a record of my life and the space I find myself in.
Contesting the enthusiasm around the technologically enabled
possibility of recording entirety of one’s life I argue that recording and archiving are generative and active processes requiring
reflective and critical approach to media technologies that they
inherently rely on.
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Introduction
The following three sections propose a critical and analytical
perspective on different modalities of relating to recording and
archiving media. In the context of the discussion, the term media

ought to be seen not as representing material objects, tools or
institutions, but as a constructive and vital process, an entanglement of media technologies and humans resulting in a conception
of particular, media-aided practices of recording and archiving
one’s life.

Living in recording and archiving media
Marc Deuze suggests in his book Media Life that we no longer
live merely with, but ever more often in media. Parts of our lives
increasingly migrate, resettle and are exposed in media where
they form realities that can be accessed, shaped and remixed, also
by other people [1]. Christiane Paul describes contemporary, post
2.0 culture as characterized by a “fascination with visibility”
where an increasing number of tracking technologies “enforce
people’s need to make the world aware of them and be observed
by it” [2]. While this exteriorization of the self happens in relation
to or as perhaps a dominant form of interaction with others, simultaneously a new form of self-witnessing emerges as Deuze
describes it: “we have now entered a time in which we can see
ourselves live” [3]. As Deuze elaborates further: we need to
conceptualize strategies that would enable “to safely, authentically and ethically keep track of our lives in media” [4]. As he
clarifies, such a survival technique requires a good degree of
digital literacy and skills in using media as both producer and
consumer [5].
Looking from a different perspective, Deuze’s scenario of the
proliferating settlement of life in media can be seen as a result of
a somewhat neo-colonial expansion of mainstream media infrastructures, such as social media platforms or Google [6] into everlarger (mental and geographical) territories of human activities.
From such perspective, practices of recording and archiving
appear as gradually becoming unified into the logic of so called
‘pro-sumerism’. Coined by Alvin Toffler, the term ‘prosumer’
became characteristic for the Web 2.0 [7]. Applying this merge of
two dominant forms of relating to media – producing and consuming – to the then new media landscape, was intended to
demonstrate the more democratic and horizontal character of the
Web 2.0 and subsequently social media, where everyone can be
seen as both a producer and consumer. However as convincingly

argued by Edward Comor, practices of prosumers do not contribute to de-massification and de-hierarchization of media. Quite the
opposite, prosumers “extend” and “revigorate” capitalism by
“being involved in mostly entertainment and branding activities”
[8]. In other words, seemingly immersed in individuation, selfrealization and the projection of their uniqueness, prosumers
remain in and contribute to the reproduction of commodity-driven
relations. Consequently, personal recording and archiving practices in such light can be seen as being highly conditioned by two
elements. Firstly, by the ontological substrate of the very media
framework that these practices are bound to (e.g Facebook’s
chronology of the wall display, Instagram’s nostalgic filters, etc.).
Secondly, by the epistemic enclosure by which I mean an intensive circulation and replication of popular representations, themes
and motives contaminating processes of personal enunciation and
individuation1.
To sum up, in the aforementioned scenario of living in media the
formation of one’s record (and hence the knowledge of oneself)
happens extensively in relation to the pervasiveness of other
media content and hence often as a mere response to its affective
presence. The form that this response takes (the display of the
recorded material) is determined by a rather inflexible architecture of the storing platform and its intrinsic mechanisms of hierarchization (e.g. Facebook). Moreover, this architecture predetermines the very formation of the record2; the decision of making
a record (for instance snapping a picture) is a result of one’s selfassurance that the particular situation, event or moment is aesthetically, formally but also socially appropriate enough to make
a ‘good’ entry on a given social media platform (consider a growing popularity of phrases such as an instagramable or facebookable picture3). In other words, a condition of living in media,
which paraphrasing Deuze can be equalled to ‘living in the digital
archive’, implies a need to adapt to a set of socio-technological
standards according to which one begins to perceive, structure,
record and therefore experience his/her own life events. Such a
record of life is readable only in the context of the sociotechnological conditions that made the very record possible in the
first place. In the ‘living in recording and archiving media’ scenario, as Brouwer and Mulder mark “there is no position outside
of the (storing, linking, reprocessing, transforming and complexification of data) flows, an external position from which you can
criticize or transcend the flows” [9].
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Although the number certainly differ today, in 2009 Manovich
pointed out that only between 0.5 and 1.5 of Internet users were
contributing with new content while the vast majority were primarily consumers, Manovich, L. (2009) The Practice of Everyday
(Media) Life: From Mass Consumption to Mass Cultural Production? Critical Inquiry, Vol. 35, No. 2 pp. 319-331
2
Consult Vilem Flusser’ Into the Universe of Technical Images
(2011, University of Minnesota) in which he argues that societies
are ever more often being perceived, constructed and operate
according to the rules imposed by technical images and apparatuses.
3
Source: http://www.urbandictionary.com, accessed: 21.12.2014

Living through recording and archiving media
Although being highly predetermined, recording and archiving in
the ‘living in recording and archiving media’ scenario allows for
a certain degree of control by the subject. Generally speaking,
taking a snapshot or pressing and holding a record button is a
result of a conscious choice of the subject. However, latest developments of recording, sensing, tracking and storing technologies
have given rise to ever more fully automated forms of logging
one’s life. As an effect, life-logging becomes one of the mainstream modern media practices.
As Kitchin and Dodge suggest in their often recurring definition:
life-logging is “a form of pervasive computing, consisting of a
unified digital record of the totality of an individual’s experiences, captured in a multimodal way through digital sensors and
stored permanently as a personal multimedia archive” [10]. What
distinguishes life-logging from earlier forms of recording life is
an increasingly automatic character of this process and consequently its wide scope that ambitiously aims to cover “a totality
of an individual’s experiences” [11]. Lifelogging as opposed to
more active and voluntary forms of recording life such as through
journaling or taking photographs, deliberately “operates in a
passive manner” [12] Thus, allegedly active in lifelogging are
only the moments of initiating and stopping the process of recording. What happens in-between is a “passive” and “unobtrusive”
documentation of “’facts’ around the episodes of our lives but not
of their emotional interpretation”[13].
Life-logging is not concerned with collecting qualitative or semantic information. Rather, it increasingly prioritizes collection
of quantifiable data that can be later utilized to devise pragmatic
models for improving one’s health, wellbeing or memory. The
focus on quantification is what particularly draws attention of
information technologists and computer scientists. In consequence, life-logging has been commonly debated as a domain of
techno-enthusiast and developers operating much in the spirit of
techno-determinism. We might argue that today, life-logging
continuously misses critical and reflective attention from humanities and more specifically cultural and media, art and communication studies. The majority of debates on life-logging typically
presents the idea of a total capture of one’s life experiences as
being rooted in Vannevar Bush’s Memex- a technical device
aiming to supplement the memory of a scientist. Consequently,
stark attention is given to Microsoft researcher Gordon Bell and
his project My Life Bits described as “a life story of everything”
and a “fulfilment” of Bush’s vision [14]. Assuming that the “total
recall” [15] is technically possible, the majority of challenges in
relation to life-logging are presented as being primarily of a
technological nature: recording, storing and processing technologies have to be improved to allow ever more discrete, seamless
and accurate capture, and what’s becoming the most burning
issue - a retrieval and comprehension of exponentially growing
amounts of personal data.
Given a particular technological actuality in which life-logging
happens, it captures or rather produces data that is technologically

camera’ moment will become a relic of the past” [19]. While
making such a statement, they however seem to ignore the fact
that while the future will certainly bring new, ground-breaking
technique, it will simultaneously render some of the current ones
obsolete. Many technologies used today for tracking, recording
and analysing data will be out of date and replaced with more
advanced versions or even completely new ones. Retrieving and
utilising today’s data and making sense of it when confronted
with future ones might become problematic. Moreover, some
methods of recording and inquiring data, prevalent and seen as
highly accurate today, might even become entirely questioned
and discredited in the future.

Figure 1 Narrative clip, an automated life-logging device as
attached to the shirt before starting a few month long comparative
study of passive and active life-logging. January 1st 2015. Photo
by the author.
‘capturable’ and ‘producible’ at a given time. Here Derrida’s
deconstruction of the archive as a neutral instrument of accumulating information can be once again recalled as a reminder: “the
technical structure of the archiving archive also determines the
structure of the archivable content even in its very coming into
existence and in its relationship to the future. The archivization
produces as much as it records the event” [16]. In this light, if as
the earlier mentioned definition suggests life-logging is a form of
personal archiving, then it produces as much as it captures one’s
experience. A life-log says as much about its subject as it does
about the technological infrastructure through which the subject’s
life is being mediated and analysed. Proponents of automatic lifelogging believe that in order to make life-logs really usable, and
reach the potential of providing an objective record of one’s life,
there is a need to continuously perfect technologies so they can
capture as much data as possible [17].
Despite some research proving that the focused and selective
capture works better for supporting human memory4, “the idea of
‘total capture’, sampling life experience in high fidelity is believed to provide for a more useful, future-proof and flexible
lifelog” [18]. Gurrin and others further elaborate this statement
arguing that: ’many of the computational techniques may not be
known yet, so it is more useful to capture as much data as possible now. With total capture the “wouldn’t it be great if I had a
4

Sellen and Whittaker (2010) suggest that rather than the overambitious goal of “logging everything,” creators of life-logging
systems would be better off directing their efforts at the kinds of
data people find most valuable and the issues they find most
problematic.

Life-logging, an automatized capture of the totality of one’s life,
appears as a return to the positivist idea of the archive; in this
case however being personalized and distributed, as opposed to
centralized and collectively relevant. In the positivist archive
history is believed to be passively accumulating, “exactly in the
manner in which the sediments of geological layers form, progressively, constantly” [20]. Just as in the 20th century, the alleged neutrality of the archive has been gradually demystified; the
belief in the passiveness of automatic life-logging has to be further interrogated. The logic of seemingly passive operations of
ubiquitous sensors, recording devices and algorithms that track
one’s life is founded as much on the third parties’ decisions,
political agendas and viewpoints, as on technological constraints
and affordances that considering the current pace of developments might be operational only during a limited timespan. From
the perspective of memory studies, automatic capture appears as
an antidote to forgetting. Yet, there is an intrinsic paradox in such
a position. If one does no longer have to remember to record (as
recording takes place automatically), the effort to memorize
becomes similarly redundant. We can hence argue that such
devaluation of memorizing lead to an ignition of forgetfulness.
Growing automation of recording practices dissociates the recording subject from his/her life. Life events are being fragmented,
quantified and equalized by automatic procedures of capturing
and, subsequently, recalled and analysed not by the associative
and reflective capabilities of the subject, but through the appliance of quantitatively operating algorithms (consider life-logging
applications quantifying stress levels or automatic photocapturing wearable devices such as Narrative clip recording a
unified stream of snapshots taken every 30 seconds [fig. 1]). In
life-logging, it is the consultation not of one’s own memory, but a
memory of the tracking or storing device that gives rise to a recall
of an event. Consequently the tracking and storing device might
give priority to events that the subject himself/herself would not
necessarily have been attentive to. Thus, the actions as recorded
and presented to the ‘automatic life-logger’ are results of filtering
his/her life through criteria deriving from what not he/she, but the
life-logging technologies recognize and register as memories.

Living with recording and archiving media

Figure 2 A prototype of a self-designed wearable microphones
embedded in gloves while being a student at Konstfack University of Arts, Craft and Design in Stockholm, 2008. Photo/illustration from the author’s private archive.

The previous section describes recording and archiving practices
as turning into ever more automatized processes eventually dissociating subjects from their own mnemonic capacities. Such a
scenario recalls Stiegler’s concerns with technological developments giving rise to what he calls a dissociated milieu [21] In the
dissociated milieu the technological development contributes to
the widening of the distance between humans and their memories,
or more general their cognitive operations. In other words dissociation is a process where a know-how type of knowledge disappears in favour of technologized knowledge of which mechanisms are inaccessible to individuals for inspection and appropriation.5
It becomes harder, soon perhaps even unimaginable to lead life
that takes shape apart from increasingly inescapable mechanisms
of digital archiving, cataloguing and categorizing mechanisms
that, metaphorically speaking, seem to constitute today ‘backends’, a sort of technical modus operandi of numerous social,
cultural, professional or leisure-related practices we engage in on
a daily basis when interacting with technologies. Since, to some
extent we all have become micro-archivists every attempt to
study this subject begins inherently from within the studied field.
Thus, advocating for practical commitment to studying and reflecting on possibilities of personal archiving, in an autoethnographical manner, I bring in my own set of practices that in
the light of the preceding discussion I perceive as personally
tailored, an intentional disruption of the proliferation of automatic
technologies for recording and archiving one’s presence.
5

Such mechanisms are often described in terms of a black-box –
a technical instrument that facilitates processing of input data and
production of an output information yet with no availability to
inspect the very stage of processing data.

I propose to read them as practices accentuating the positive value
of discipline, effort and attention that become jeopardized by the
growing automation of personal recording, and archiving practices.

Figure 3 An illustration presenting the author and a set of recording devices he has been continuously applying and carrying with
himself since the conception of the project

Since 2009 I have been systematically developing and implementing a number of media-aided practices aiming to record and
archive different aspects of the surroundings I would find myself
in. The concept of the On-Going Projects, as I refer to them,
stemmed from one documentary practice I was working on in the
summer 2008 while enrolled in the MFA programme in Experience Design at Konstfack University of Arts, Crafts and Design.
In the project named Soundtracking I was experimenting with
prototyping different technologies and performative techniques of
interacting with, recording and mapping sounds of public places
(for instance wearable gloves with little electret microphones
installed on top of the fingers allowing to metaphorically grab
sounds and shape them in hands [fig. 2]). These early experimentations with recording site specific sounds inspired other practices
that deployed different existing media technologies to record
selected aspects of my being in space. Affirming the obvious
subjectivity characterizing decisions on what (and how) to record
(and hence what to exclude), made me rethink the project as
being a form of a cross-media journal reflecting the life of an
individual in relation to the public space. Thus, the projects from
an initial attempt to map my surroundings turned into a kind of
sousveillance6 - a set of self-tracking practices not solely pointing
at the self or positioning it in the centre of interest, but rather
6

Sousveillance, as the very term suggests (from French ‘sous’
meaning below, and veiller’ meaning to guard, to look after,
watch over) is a practice of watching that takes place below or
under some other, dominant form of surveilling. The term was
first introduced by Steve Mann et. al (2003) to describe a subversive practice of individuals closely monitoring operations conducted by authorities. 	
  

using it as a filter for reflecting on different aspects of the space it
occupies and generates.
Ever since, I have been regularly using affordable and portable
devices such as audio recorders, GPS watches or pocket size
video cameras [fig. 3] to record sonic, visual, textual and spatial
data reflecting on selected aspects of my presence in space. Gradually I have started introducing more discipline and consistency,
which eventually led to a crystallization of a dozen of practices,
each driven by its own, specific behavioural constitution, rhythm
and a disciplined use of medium [table 1].
Name of the

Starting date

practice

and place

Short description of the practice

Medium used

Format of the

Frequency of the practice

Acquainting

12.2010,

Looking at teh society as being formed by

Scanning, text,

Digital file,

Each time the item is found in the

Stockholm

professional profiles of people whose business

processing software

odt, jpeg

public space

digital file, jpeg

Each time a trip using public

collected data

cards I find and collect in public spaces
Facing

07.2012,

Constructing a series of portraits of randomly

(digital) pen, paper,

Stockholm

encountered people in different means of

scanner

transport is taken

public transportation
Interpreting
Minuting

10.2009,

Video recording and interpreting situations

Krakow

that inspire different associations.

07.2010,

Composing a sonic narrative reflecting my

Jerusalem

attentive presence in the public space and

video camera
audio recorder

video file, mp4

Each time when attracted by

(10sec)

thought-inspiring circumstances

audio file, mp3

Everyday when attracted by an

(1min)

aural situation (Dependently,

consisting of at least one 1 minute long

usually more than one sample a

sample to represent a day
Misquoting

Passing

day is being collected)

04.2011,

Constructing a collage-like memory-map

collage (paper,

digital image file

Once or twice a week, after

Stockholm

made of daily news headlines and photo-

scissors, tape)

jpeg

picking up a free newspaper

graphs from free newspapers and magazines

scanner

10. 2011,

Recording temporality of travelling between

video camera

video file,

Each time when using long

Gdynia

places by capturing a portion of the landscape

mp4 (30 sec, 1 min,

distance public transport

each time when taking a long distance form of

1min30sec)

transportation
Scribbling

07.2011,

Commenting on reality around me. through

smart phone, com-

text file,

Each time when attracted by

Stockholm

employment of an unbound writing triggered

puter, text editor,

txt, odt

thought-inspiring circumstances

by an attentive observation of the surrounding

Evernote application

and its actors as well as inclusion quotes and
commentaries
Self-tracking

Sound-tracking

08.2010,

Recording and visualizing an architecture of

GPS wrist watch,

GPS files, Gpx, kml,

Continuously when in a freely

Stockholm

my daily mobility in public space due to the

software GPS

image files, jpeg

accessible public zone

appliance of the gps technology

visualizer

05.2008,

Recording and geo-tagging urban and natural

audio recorder, GPS

audio file,

Each time when attracted by a

Stockholm

sonic phenomena characteristic for the

wrist watch, photo

mp3 (30sec), text

situated sound source

encountered locations

camera

file,

07.2010,

Constructing a collection of ephemeral sound-

audio recorder, photo

audio file,

Each time when encountering a

Haifa

scapes created by street musicians performing

camera

mp3 (1min),

street musician in the public

image file,

space

image file, jpeg
Street-sampling

in public spaces

jpeg
Reflecting

11.2012,

Recording thoughts, naive observations and

smart phone, text

text file,

Each time in the public transpor-

Stockholm

judgments triggered by the very situation

editor, evernote

txt, odt

tation when inspired by a combi-

while taking public transport
Traversing

11.2009,

Building an open-ended repository of photo-

Krakow

graphs of objects found during a weekly-

nation of circumstances
photo camera

Image file,

Every 8th day until 7 objects are

jpeg

found.

executed walk

Table 1. A list and description of the majority of the On-Going projects.

For instance, every single day since July 2010, each time when
attracted by a particular sonic atmosphere, I have been recording
at least one, sixty-second long audio sample. For this purpose I
have been using a portable Zoom H2 audio recorder and a pair of
binaural microphones worn as regular earphones. Even though I
capture preferably only one minute each day, being aware of the
continuous character of the On-Going project makes me pay
attention to soundscapes throughout the entire day. As opposed to
automatic capturing described in previous paragraphs, On-Going
projects require a certain amount of conscious gestures and effort.
In the case of Minuting, as I call the one minute recording practice, these gestures include for instance reaching to the fanny
pack where I carry my recording equipment or remaining particularly focused and preferably still while recording. Just as all the

Figure 4 Screenshot of the self-developed website showcasing
On-Going projects: www.on-going.net.

other practices within On-Going projects, I see Minuting as not
being merely aimed at producing a record, a mediated impression
for subsequent archivization, but primarily as a method of witnessing and being in the space more intensely. For instance while
binaurally recording a minute I simultaneously listen to the am-

plified sounds of the surrounding. Through this technological
amplification, my own sense of presence becomes amplified.
The On-Going projects are a highly idiosyncratic and subjective
set of recording and archiving practices. This idiosyncrasy results
from a highly personal array of conditions forming a unique kind
of a conduct developed and applied by an individual to track, not
all, but selected aspects of life. This idiosyncrasy of the digital
record is also reinforced by the fact that the content is uploaded
solely on a self-designed website which requires hard coding each
time the data is being added [fig.4]. As both the front- and the
back-end of the website are not inherited from any third party
application or consumer-dedicated platform, the whole archive
remains hardly informative and applicable for anyone else than
the author. In other words, the possibility that the content becomes (ab-)used by some commercial entities, as it might easily
happen with life-logs enabled by popular, consumer-dedicated
online platforms and applications, in the case of the On-Going
projects’ website is drastically limited. While an important component of the content uploaded by people on popular social media
is meta-data (contextual information assigned by the very users as
well as the owners of the platforms controlling their back-ends
and databases where users’ data eventually end up), in On-Going
projects the meta-data is often removed prior to the upload. For
instance in a practice called Self-tracking I apply a GPS clock to
record my daily itineraries. The watch is not connected to the
cloud or any other external services. The data is downloaded
locally and processed into graphical representations (a jpeg format). While for an external observer these representations most
probably remain meaningless, for me perhaps not all, but many of
them function as triggering images enabling a recall of particular
moments and routes, as well as recognition of certain routines in
my daily mobility [fig.5]. Thus, such a practice can be seen as a
method of encrypting one’s personal, bodily data in a way that it
cannot be decrypted without the presence of the embedded
memory of the very subject that generated the data in the first
place.
The programmatic approach to documenting my life can be also
seen as a way to counteract an excess of data produced through
unstrained and undisciplined data collection practices characterizing modern of incorporating recording and archiving media into
one’s life.

fixed and imposed relations. In contrast, extending and deepening the focus on with, both theoretically and practically, by for
instance deploying artistic methodologies, allow more thorough
and fruitful exploration of potentialities that reside in ever more
easily accessible recording, tracking and archiving technologies
of today.
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Summing up and concluding
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